Abstract. The most conventional mechanism for gravitational waves (gw) production during inflation is the amplification of vacuum metric fluctuations. In this case the gw production can be uniquely related to the inflationary expansion rate H. For example, a gw detection close to the present experimental limit (tensor-to-scalar ratio r ∼ 0.1) would indicate an inflationary expansion rate close to 10 14 GeV. This conclusion, however, would be invalid if the observed gw originated from a different source. We construct and study one of the possible covariant formulations of the mechanism suggested in [43] , where a spectator field σ with a sound speed c s ≪ 1 acts as a source for gw during inflation. In our formulation σ is described by a so-called P (X) Lagrangian and a non-minimal coupling to gravity. This field interacts only gravitationally with the inflaton, which has a standard action. We compute the amount of scalar and tensor density fluctuations produced by σ and find that, in our realization, r is not enhanced with respect to the standard result but it is strongly sensitive to c s , thus breaking the direct r ↔ H connection.
Contents 1 Introduction
Inflation [1] [2] [3] [4] is a central paradigm for the physics of the very early universe; already in its simplest realization, with a single slowly-rolling field and a canonical Lagrangian, it delivers predictions which are in excellent agreement with observations [5] . During inflation gravitational waves (henceforth "gw") are produced from the vacuum fluctuations of the tensor modes of the metric, and they become classical as they are stretched outside the Hubble radius and reach the constant power
In the first relation, H denotes the Hubble expansion rate, and M p the reduced Planck mass. The second expression relates the tensor-to-scalar ratio, r ≡ P h Ps , to the slow roll parameter ǫ ≡
. From here, one also obtains the well know Lyth relation [7] ∆φ 2) in the case of single field inflation. This expression gives the field range ∆φ spanned by the inflaton during ∆N e-folds of inflation. Primordial gw induce B-mode polarization fluctuations in the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) [8, 9] . CMB B-mode were recently detected by BICEP2 [10, 11] and POLAR-BEAR [12] . In particularly, the BICEP2 signal is in a multipole range that can be affected by primordial gw, although its astrophysical origin seems the more likely interpretation at this moment [13] [14] [15] . As the observed CMB modes were produced during ∆N ∼ 5 e-folds of inflation [7] , eq. (1.2) indicates that an observation of gw in the near future (only possible if r > ∼ 0.01 [16] ) would rule out "small field" models of single field inflation, namely models in which φ < M p during inflation [17] .
Clearly, these conclusions rely on the standard vacuum amplification mechanisms for tensor and scalar perturbations during inflation (for a discussion see [18] ), and on the fact that the gw are the main cosmological source of the CMB B-modes. Alternative cosmological sources have been studied in the literature, including primordial magnetic fields [19] , phase transitions [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] , and topological defects [26, 27] .
Although quite resilient (see [28] ), even in the context of inflation the conditions (1.1-1.2) may be invalid in presence of extra sources for scalar and / or tensor perturbations. For instance, models have been proposed in which gw are produced from particles (and strings) that are generated during the inflationary era through either sudden particle production or through copious generation of vector quanta [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] 1 . The major challenges for these models normally resides in being able to ensure that an observably large production of gw has no dangerous implications for the scalar sector [36] . Whatever the gw source is, it couples to gw with gravitational strength. It will also couple with comparable or higher strength to the field(s) responsible for the observed scalar perturbations. Therefore a strong gw source does not necessarily implies a growth of the observable ratio 2 r = P h,vacuum + P h,sourced P ζ,vacuum + P ζ,sourced (1.3) once the increase of the scalar power is also accounted for. 3 Moreover, the sourced modes are in general expected to be non-Gaussian, and therefore the observed Gaussianity of the CMB anisotropies [5] typically results into strong limits on any given mechanism of particle production. Rather ad-hoc constructions typically need to be advocated if one wants to both respect these limits and generate a visible gw signal [36] . Another possibility has been explored in [43] , where gw are sourced by the fluctuations of a spectator scalar field during inflation (see [45] for more models where tensor modes are generated by scalar fluctuations). In general, tensor modes that are generated at second order in perturbation theory are expected to be suppressed with respect to the vacuum perturbations. However, production at non-linear order may be enhanced in models where the sourcing scalar field has a small sound speed. This is precisely the scenario presented in [43] . In this model, inflation is driven by a single scalar field, in the presence of a spectator field. The latter provides negligible contribution to the total energy density of the universe during inflation and also negligible direct contribution to the power spectrum of curvature fluctuations. The spectator field has a sound speed c s < 1, and the action at second order for the field fluctuations δσ is
easily enhanced; the model, unlike the standard case, also allows for a blue spectrum (see [44] for another very recent proposal).
To ascertain whether this gw production may result in a greater observable r, the ratio (1.3) should be computed in explicit realizations of this model. The first step in this computation is to find a possible covariant formulation for the model in [43] . To describe the dynamics of the spectator field σ, we employ a Lagrangian of the type P (X, σ) , where X ≡ − (∂σ) 2 ; a sound speed smaller than unity is easily implemented in these models. Indeed, a large class of top-down realizations of inflationary mechanisms allows for fields whose speeds of sound are smaller than unity, often times the inflaton field itself [51] (see also [52] for more phenomenologically oriented models). From a high energy theory standpoint, the presence of several light fields at energies of order E inf l or higher is also plausible and we note here that, depending on the coupling (see e.g. [53, 54] ), integrating out of these fields can lead to a modified speed of propagation for the remaining field(s).
For the theory at hand, we also assume a non-minimal derivative coupling of σ to gravity 4 . The spectator sector is minimally coupled to an inflaton field φ that has a standard Lagrangian, and hence a unitary sound speed. We compute the contributions to scalar and tensor power spectra due to second order contributions sourced by σ.
We find that in our setup r is not enhanced compared to the standard generation mechanism but that it is highly dependent on the value of the speed of sound c s for a large region of the parameters space. The direct r ↔ H relation is therefore broken. This paper is organized as follows: in Sec. 2 we discuss our model, study the background evolution and the perturbations for the spectator field; in Sec. 3 and 4 we present the main steps of the calculation of the second order contributions from δσ to the tensor and scalar power spectra; in Sec. 5 we summarize our results and we comment on our findings; in Sec. 6 we offer our conclusions. More details about the full linear perturbation analysis and about the computation of the non-linear equation for the scalar fluctuations are provided respectively in Appendices A and B. Details about tadpole diagrams are presented in Appendix C.
2 A covariant description of a field with c s < 1
In our set-up inflation is driven by a scalar field φ minimally coupled to gravity and to a spectator field σ. The latter has a sound speed c s < 1. The Lagrangian for σ is also characterized by a non-minimal derivative coupling to gravity 5 . The total action reads
(the signature of the metric is − + ++) where
G µν is the Einstein tensor, Λ and M are constant energy scales and n > 1. The field σ has no potential. As shown explicitly later in the linear perturbation analysis, one can verify that the minus sign accompanying the non-minimal coupling term ensures the absence of instabilities. Assuming a negligible contribution from the spectator field to the total energy density, the spectator field does not affect the background evolution during inflation, nor it contributes directly to curvature perturbations. Our focus will lie uniquely on the spectator field fluctuations acting as a non-linear source for the scalar and tensor power spectra.
Einstein's equations read
where ρ σ is the contribution to the total energy density from the spectator field. The effect of σ on the background and inflaton evolution is negligible provided that ρ σ ≪ 3H 2 M 2 P . The background dynamics of the spectator field is governed by
One can use the ansatzσ 5) from which the energy density of the spectator field becomes
We note that the energy density of the spectator field is nearly constant; one can study also the theory (2.1) in the absence of the non minimal coupling to gravity (namely, without the second term in (2.2)). Doing so, we obtained a background energy density ρ σ ∝ a A small sound speed can be obtained for n ≫ 1, but this then implies ρ σ ∝ a −3 during inflation. On the other hand, the energy density in the inflaton field is (nearly) constant. This would force us to place more restrictions on the model, such as assuming that the observable range of e-foldings corresponds to a period of time during which the spectator field energy density was already subdominant, but not yet decayed away. This is the reason that prompted us to include the second term in (2.2). A nearly constant solution for σ also has a strong calculational advantage: one expects that a second order Lagrangian with a form similar to Eq. (1.4) will follow if (2.5) applies, which leads to standard Hankel mode functions for the spectator field fluctuations. These can be easily integrated when computing the sourced power spectra.
The full linear perturbation analysis for the model, including the metric fluctuations, can be found in Appendix A. The inflaton and the spectator field inevitably couple through gravity already at linear level; however, as a result of our working assumptions (i.e. a negligible contribution to the total energy density from the spectator field and the usual slow-roll approximation), the mixing terms can be safely neglected. As a result, the second order Lagrangian for σ is
Normalizing with a Bunch-Davies vacuum, the leading-order solution for the spectator field fluctuations reads
As is the case for the inflaton fluctuations, the leading-order tensor quadratic Lagrangian has the form that one would obtain in the absence of any spectator field (see Appendix A).
It is well known that scalar, tensor and vector modes mix beyond linear order in perturbation theory; as a result, tensor modes can for example be sourced at second order by scalar fluctuations. This is precisely the production mechanism that will be explored within this model, the spectator field acting as a source for tensor and scalar fluctuations. The inflaton and tensor modes, after canonical normalization, obey the following equation
where λ stands for the tensor modes polarization. In our specific model, a major contribution to the source term J(X) is given by the convolution of two δσ k modes
whereÔ X is an operator acting on δσ. The solution to Eq. (2.9) is the combination of the general solution of the homogeneous equation (the standard vacuum solution) and a particular solution of the inhomogeneous equation 12) and the Green's function is given by
The power spectrum of Q X will therefore have two contributions
where the first power spectrum, P , is formally given by
The results for the sourced power spectra are presented in the following two sections.
Production of gravity waves
In the spatially flat gauge, δg ij | scalar = 0, the metric has the form g ij = a 2 (δ ij + h ij ), where h ij (transverse and traceless) incorporates the tensor degrees of freedom. The canonically normalized tensor modes are 6
and in momentum space they obey the equation
To leading order in slow-roll one finds
3)
The derivation of the source term (3.3) is straightforward if one expands the Lagrangian to third order and identifies the interactions of the type ∼ O(hδσδσ). Using (2.12) and the Green's function (2.13), one obtains (see also [43] ) for the sourced tensor power spectrum
Using new variables 5) and the expression for the spectator field mode-functions, Eq. (2.8), one has
where B is the normalization of the spectator field mode function, Eq. (2.8), and
The (x, y) integral can be performed numerically, leading to the final result
where we also used the relation between the sound speed and the slow-roll parameter that is specific of our model, c 2 s = ǫ/3(n − 1) (see Appendix A). 6 The circular polarization vectors satisfy
and are normalized according to
Production of scalar perturbations
The inflaton and the spectator field fluctuations are only coupled through the metric perturbations. One derives the non-linear equation of motion for δφ and δσ by integrating out the non-dynamical scalar degrees of freedom of the metric. Major contributions to the source for the scalar field comes from cubic interactions which are quadratic in the spectator field 7 The calculation is presented in Appendix B, here we report the final result
where the canonically normalized field is v ≡ aδφ and
The spectator field contribution to the scalar power-spectrum arising from δφδσδσ interactions can be computed in the same way as in the previous section. The source term (4.2) has several different contributions. For the sake of a quick comparison with the result of the previous section, one may begin with the last term in Eq. (4.2), which gives a contribution to the sourced scalar power spectrum
(4.3) and in the variables (3.5) becomes
After integration one finds
Notice that for this specific contribution the power spectrum of curvature fluctuations has a stronger enhancement compared to the tensor power spectrum (3.8) . A stronger enhancement of the scalars than the one found for the tensors can also be expected from the other terms 7 The inflaton and scalar fields already couple at quadratic level, which would correspond to a tree-level correction to the power spectrum of δφ. The δσδφ mixing terms in the second order Lagrangian vanish when the background energy density of σ vanishes, namely when ρσ/(H 2 M 2 P ) → 0 (see Appendix A). For finite ρσ, this mixing provides an additional source of δφ. The amount of scalar perturbations that we compute from the δσin the source (4.2). With the change of variables introduced above in Eq. (3.5), it is easy to derive a quick estimate of the contributions from the different terms in J v to the scalar power spectrum. Notice, first of all, that every temporal derivative is accompanied by an inverse power of H
extra temporal derivative acting on δσ fluctuations are therefore not expected to modify the power spectrum overall amplitude w.r.t. to the contribution in (4.3). On the other hand, each spatial derivative brings (going to Fourier space) an enhancement with c s
Then one can write The effect of these sourced power spectra on the tensor-to-scalar ratio is detailed in the next section. We underscore here that, whenever the σ-sourced power spectra (scalar and tensor or scalar only) become leading compared to the vacuum contributions, one crucial characteristic of the theory emerges: the knowledge of r and of the scalar spectrum does not necessarily determine H; a clear-cut correspondence occurs only in a subset of inflationary theories.
Summary of the results and phenomenology
The final results for the total scalar and tensor power spectra read
(5.1)
where from the previous sections the sourced contributions are
For the sake of clarity, we have chosen to disregard the decimal figures in the power of c s in Eqs.(3.8) and (4.5), since they cannot affect the comments and conclusions that are offered in this and the next section. The scalar power spectrum must satisfy the normalization 2.5 · 10
and the tensor-to-scalar ratio is
The inequality in (5.4) and (5.5) is to account for the possible contributions to the sourced scalar power spectrum from quadratic interactions between the inflaton and the spectator field (these are suppressed at small ρ σ , see the remark in footnote 7 ). In the following, we work in a regime where these contributions are negligible, and promote r to its upper bound. In this way we can get an estimate for how large r can be in this model. We are now ready to discuss the estimate (5.5) in various regimes for c s . The first regime is that in which the vacuum scalar modes dominate over the sourced one (and, therefore, also the vacuum tensor modes dominate over the sourced one). In this regime, 6) and so the standard relation for r is recovered. We see from (5.4) that (H 2 /M 2 p ) ≃ 2 · 10 −7 ǫ, so that the condition in (5.6) rewrites c s ≫ O 10 −1 ǫ −1/5 .
Let us then discuss the opposite regime, in which the sourced scalar modes dominate, and r differs from the standard value. In this regime, the normalization (5.4) enforces
so that the parameter α evaluates to α ∼ 10 −4 (ǫ 2 /c s ), indicating that this regime holds for c s ≪ O 10 −1 ǫ −1/5 (this is the complementary regime to the one of (5.6)). Inserting the estimate for α into (5.5), we obtain
We disregard the regime in which the sourced tensor modes dominate (namely, in which the second term in the square parenthesis of this last expression is greater than one), as this regime requires the very small sound speed c s < ∼ O 10 −4 ǫ 2 . We are therefore left with
so that, if c s is close to the upper bound, r may be as large as O (ǫ). We conclude this discussion by noting that (5.9) assumes that the sourced scalar modes dominate over the vacuum ones. This calls for an investigation on whether the scalar perturbations in this regime may be compatible with the observed Gaussianity of the CMB [57] . Indeed, Ref. [31] studied the sourced scalar modes from a δAδA → ζ process in a different model, which resulted in the requirement that ζ sourced be subdominant in that model. This all goes to show that the study of non-Gaussianity of the scalar perturbations is the crucial next step to unravel the complete phenomenology of the model considered here, and to ultimately place constraints on the sound speed of σ (see also [58] ). We leave this to future work.
Conclusions
The search for imprints of primordial gravitational waves has been at the center of numerous experimental efforts, recently contributed by the first observation of B-mode polarizations in the CMB. Their importance lies in the fact that gravitational waves generated during inflation carry precious information. In inflation, the amplitude of gw is often directly related to H and the implication of a large enough primordial tensor signal can place tight constraints on models, likely ruling out most small-field models. These statements (which can be summarized as Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2)) normally rely on the assumption that primordial gw originate from the vacuum fluctuations of the tensor modes of the metric, so they do not apply to all inflationary models. If alternative production mechanisms, occurring during inflation or at later times, were responsible for the observed B-mode fluctuations, the implications of an observed primordial gw signal for inflation could be entirely different from those one is lead to when assuming generation from vacuum fluctuations as the culprit.
It is therefore crucial to establish to what extent and under which conditions (1.1) and (1.2) represent a prediction of inflation.
Gravitational waves can also be sourced at second order by quantum fluctuations of fields during inflation (they are also generated at second order already by scalar curvature perturbations alone [59] ). Predictions are model dependent (e.g. depending on the spin of the fields involved, the nature of their couplings to the inflaton and the details of their dynamics) and, in order to assess whether a given source of gravity waves enhances the observable tensor-to-scalar ratio, one needs to compute the scalar perturbations that this source will also produce [36] .
Recently, a model has been put forward [43] where inflation occurs in the presence of a spectator field, σ, not responsible for driving the expansion nor for directly providing a substantial contribution to the primordial curvature fluctuations. The field σ has a sound speed c s < 1 and it sources second order tensor fluctuations. The smallness of the sound speed can counteract the suppression that one would normally expect at non-linear order. The dynamics of the fluctuations δσ in [43] is described by the effective Lagrangian (1.4) and the small values of the sound speed can result in an enhancement of the tensor power spectrum compared to the contribution from vacuum fluctuations only.
In this work we have proposed and studied a covariant formulation of [43] . We have considered an inflaton, φ, with a canonical Lagrangian and an auxiliary field, σ, with a small sound speed c s . The fields φ and σ are minimally coupled with one another, and σ has a nonminimal derivative coupling with gravity. Spectator field-sourced contributions to the power spectrum of curvature fluctuations, ζ, and to the power spectrum of gravitational waves arise in particular from interactions of σ with the inflaton φ and with the tensor fluctuations of the metric. We have studied this model in some details, shown e.g. how the non-minimal coupling is a desirable feature in the search of constant energy density solutions and how the sign of this term is dictated by the requirement on the absence of ghosts.
We departed from the approach in [43] in that we wrote down a P (X σ ) Lagrangian for σ, as opposed to an effective Lagrangian for the σ fluctuations. Our findings are then limited by this initial assumption but allow for a fairly general (general to, say, the same extent that a P (X) inflationary model is general) no-go statement on the possibility of enhancing the tensor to scalar ratio via "slow" spectator fields. We should also stress that, despite the σ field "spectator" nature, its presence is enough to break, via c s , the clear-cut correspondence between the knowledge of r, P ζ and that of the all-important energy scale of inflation for curvature fluctuations.
It would be interesting to study if alternative covariant formulations of [43] can be obtained where the scalar density production from σ is more suppressed, so that a greater value of r could result. It would also be a worthwhile endeavor to investigate the precise role the σ field plays in determining the amplitude and shape of the non-Gaussian signal. We leave this to future work.
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A Full linear perturbations analysis
In this section we present the derivation of the second order Lagrangian for the inflaton and for the spectator field, including metric perturbations. The metric has the form
where B i and E i are vector modes (transverse) and h ij is a traceless and transverse tensor. When studying scalar fluctuations at linear order, vector and tensor fluctuations can be ignored (scalar, vector and tensor fluctuations decouple at linear order). It is always possible to choose a gauge in which ψ = E = 0, so one is left with Φ ad B fluctuations only.
It is convenient to introduce rescaled hat-variables, related to those of the inflaton and of the spectator field by
and to define X T = δφ, δσ , N T = (Φ, B). One then obtains
Integrating out the nondynamical fields one finds
Defining the parameters 8 ǫ ≡φ
the matrices in Eq. (A.5) are given by (all these expressions are exact)
and
,
(A.9)
The two fields decouple for ǫ σ = 0
and the 22 elements reproduces to leading order in slow-roll the quadratic Lagrangian for σ in Sec. (2) .
The quadratic Lagrangian for the tensor modes is
where
(A.12)
Notice that in the regime where q ≪ 1 one recovers the Lagrangian for simple single-field slow-roll inflation, with mode-functions given by
(A.13)
B Non-linear evolution equation for inflaton fluctuations
In this section, more details are provided for the calculation of the source of scalar fluctuations arising from to third order interactions of the type ∼ δφδσδσ. One first derives the expressions of the δg 00 and δg 0i modes of the metric in terms of the φ and σ perturbations
Working in spatially flat gauge, the perturbed metric has the form
which gives
The energy-momentum of the inflaton field is given by
Hamiltonian and momentum constraints read
where T σ is the energy momentum tensor for the spectator field. From Eq. (B.6) we have
inserting this in (B.5) we obtain
One writes the ij Einstein equations in the form
Notice that the spatial Einstein equations can be decoupled into the two scalar components
Inserting the solution for Φ, the equation for E 1 becomes
which one further rewrites as
Inserting the solutions for Φ and B, the equation for E 2 becomes the master equation
where the l.h.s. is the standard term with
and where the sources areÃ
The energy-momentum tensor of σ receive contributions from its kinetic term and from its coupling to gravity
Inserting (B.17) and (B.18) into Eqs. (B.15) and retaining the leading order terms in slow-roll and for n ≫ 1, one arrives at the following result for the source
originates from the non-minimal coupling and
C Tadpole contribution to the tensor power spectrum
In this section, we comment on the amplitude of the tadpole diagram for the tensor modes that arises from fourth order interactions of the kind γ 2 δσ 2 . One may compute the interaction Hamiltonian to fourth order for interactions between two tensor modes and two spectator field fluctuations and use the in-in formalism to compute these diagrams. As an alternative, one could derive the non-linear equation of motion for the tensor modes and employ the Green's function method outlined in the main text. The Hamiltonian to fourth order can be computed by expanding the Lagrangian in γ 2 δσ 2 and, in addition to that, by accounting for the contributions that arise from the full third order Lagrangian [56] . The expansions are straightforward but we will not go through all the details and the intermediate results: the main purpose of this Appendix is to show that the tadpole does not provide a large enough contribution to the tensor power spectrum so as to affect the values of the tensor-to-scalar ratio that we derived from the two-vertex diagram and, more in general, as to affect the final results presented in Sec. (5) .
First of all, as explained in Sec. (4), the higher the number of spatial derivatives acting on each spectator field fluctuations for each γ 2 δσ 2 interaction, the bigger the c s enhancement one should expect. Given the form of the Lagrangian for σ, the maximum number of spatial derivatives that one can expect on each δσ is one, so in this sense the interactions that maximize the c s enhancement are of the type O ij [γ 2 ]∂ i δσ∂ j δσ, with O ij a generic operator acting on two tensor modes. One can, for instance, derive a contribution of this particular type from the spectator field quartic Lagrangian (after expanding and summing up the nonminimal and the minimal terms) Finally, notice that estimating the amplitude of a tadpole diagram once the interactions have been identified (specifically once one knows what the coupling constants and the number of spatial derivatives acting on the spectator field fluctuations are), is a straightforward matter because, unlike the case of two-vertex loop diagrams, the c s dependence can be completely factored out of the integration; this is because the mode-functions do not have any dependence from the angle between the external and the internal momenta (a property of one-vertex diagrams).
We have all the ingredients necessary to compute the typical amplitude of the largest tadpole contributions to the tensor power spectrum
It is clear from a comparison with the result for the two-vertex diagrams, Eq. (3.8), that adding tadpole contributions would not affect the final results for the tensor power spectra that are presented in the main text.
